TFW Policy Committee
Summary of Anonymous Caucus Comments from November 2017 Meeting
Question #1: When I am most successful in my role at Policy, I am ____.












I am being collaborative by sharing my caucus perspective and when I'm actively listening to
other points of view.
Listening and being heard.
Prepared through between-meeting meetings/calls with other stakeholders about how to
address the issue before us.
Familiar with the technical aspects and resulting implications to my agency's mandates.
Current on topics, well prepared, and know caucus position.
Listening and participating.
Articulate, happy, persuasive.
An active listener.
In the future.
Contributing to durable decisions consistent with Policy ground rules and priorities.
Listening and synthesizing.

Overall: 3 comments about being prepared; 4 comments about listening.

Question #2: What is most important to Policy right now?
 Responses on process or other topics:
o Focus and making progress.
o Willingness to collaborate authority to make decisions focused on priority (don't keep
adding more).
o Upholding ground rules. Re-affirming the goals and vision of FFR.
o Developing more trust.
 Responses on substantive topics:
o Keeping momentum toward resolving Type F.
o Bringing resolution to commitment to SFLOs mode in 1999 - Should trump all issues
started after 1999.
o Getting to some decisions that have been brewing for long time.
o Creating a roadmap for response to Hardrock Study.
o Type N.
o Reconciling priorities.
o SFLO.
o Increasing the rule of progress on meeting CWA milestones.
 ...and just for fun: Coffee and Snacks
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From November Policy meeting
Policy’s responses to: What is the most important or significant thing we accomplished this year as a
group?






Responses related to Type F:
o Getting the Board to take control of PHB issue after 10+ years of discussing w/o
resolution in Policy.
o Delivering the stream typing package to the Board.
o Moved the ball toward permanent H2O typing rule.
o Type F dispute resolution.
o Getting the water typing process informed by science.
o Making it the dispute - resolution on Type F.
Responses related to process:
o Working toward better communication and clearer roles and responsibilities.
o We produced on accomplishments summary for the Board.
o Budget prioritization process.
Other responses:
o Time in the field together.
o A path forward for Type N.
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